Students at Disston School are expected to be in FULL uniform EVERY school day.

- GRADERS K – 5: SOLID Navy Blue Polo or navy blue Disston t-shirt/A hoodie is permitted to be worn **only** if it is a Disston hoodie
- SOLID Navy Blue Sweater (optional)
- GRADERS 6 – 8: SOLID Burgundy Polo or burgundy Disston t-shirt/A hoodie is permitted to be worn **only** if it is a Disston hoodie
- Khaki Walking Shorts (knee length) September-October and April-June ONLY
- Khaki Pants (no sweatpants or jeans), skirts, or jumpers

**FOOTWEAR**
Sneakers, Shoes (closed shoe) only, Crocs worn in sports-mode only

**GYM UNIFORM:** Official Disston School Uniform (with sneakers)

**PLEASE NOTE pursuant to SDP Policy:**

Students may not wear a full face mask, also known as a "Sheisty mask" or "Sheisty" that covers their entire face with the exception of the student’s eyes. This includes but is not limited to, ski masks or a balaclava. Masks such as these are a safety concern as it is impossible to identify an individual who is wearing a mask.

The following articles of clothing are unacceptable and are not be worn to school:
- Midriff tops, Halter tops, Spaghetti Strap or Sleeveless T-Shirts, Tank Shirts, Undershirts
- Shirts with inappropriate, derogatory or inflammatory printed statements
- Unstrapped shoes, Slides and flip-flops
- Soffe shorts, bike shorts, leggings
- Head wear other than for religious purposes (no sheistys, bandanas, scarves, hats, etc.)
- Sandals, Slides or flip-flops or open-toe shoes
If you are in need of assistance in acquiring a uniform, please contact the Main Office and request to speak with a counselor.